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RESEARCH

The Mercy model

The SYNERGY 2021

By Fatimah Abu Sufian

This year’s symposium theme focused on ‘Innovation & Technology in an Islamic System of Governance’. The

symposium seeks to engage issues on the development of innovation and technology within the parameters of

‘Islamic Governance’ and build upon the discussions from previous symposia. There were eight speakers in total.

They composed of, a) six local speakers comprising PhD candidates and academics from UBD and practitioners

from the civil service, and b) two international speakers, in which one of them is an academic from Pakistan and the

other, a practitioner from South Africa.

In light of this year’s theme and the current circumstances, the symposium was a hybrid event with simultaneous

participation occurring both in-person and online via a livestream.

Alhamdulillah, COVID-19 global pandemic

did not halt the Institute of Policy Studies

to host its annual Islamic Governance (IG)

Symposium in 2020.

The Institute collaborated with Institute for

Leadership, Innovation and Advancement

(ILIA) and Sultan Omar ‘Ali Saifuddien

Centre for Islamic Studies (SOASCIS), to

organise its Sixth Islamic Governance

Symposium. The Symposium was held on

Sunday, 8th November 2020 in Room 1,

Ground Floor, ILIA Building. The Institute

cordially invited Professor Dr Mohammad

Ayub Sadiq, the Assistant Vice-Chancellor

for Innovation and Enterprise, UBD, as

the Guest of Honour for the event.
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About 150 participants registered for

the event. The livestream platform

not only provided an opportunity for

international participants hailed from

far flung places like the Philippines,

Singapore and Pakistan, to partake

but also engage in the discussion

sessions. Two international speakers

had presented their papers virtually.

Insha Allah, all papers presented in

the symposium will be published in

the Sixth Edition of the Journal of

Islamic Governance.

A new initiative recently introduced

by the Islamic Governance research

cluster at the Institute is a Thought

Paper series, where individuals from

various academic and professional

backgrounds in their respective or

different fields can submit papers

and share their perspectives and

ideas on current issues pertinent to

IG.

This year’s symposium was entirely

a student-led activity coordinated by

IPS Student Body, with combined

efforts from SOASCIS students and

UBD administrative staff.
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In the face of this COVID-19, the IPS

Student Body strictly adhered to

Ministry of Health’s Standard

Operating Procedures (SOP) and

other guidelines set by relevant

government agencies. Body scan

thermometer device was placed at

ILIA entrance, the arrangement of

distanced seating in Room 1 and

venues for refreshment, as well as

allocating regular time intervals for

sanitation check.

With limited space allowed for the

event, the organising committee

managed to secure full capacity of

participants in a short period of time.

Organising 

committee 

members 

distributing 

souvenirs
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Mr Muhammed Shaahid Cassim, a

final year PhD student in Islamic

Governance at the IPS, presented

an insightful and compelling paper

on Quranic Social Innovation at the

Sixth IG Symposium on Sunday, 8

November 2020.

He highlighted the significance of

social governance and innovation in

trans-disciplinary applied research,

and introduced a MERCY Model.

His MERCY Model aims at growing

morally responsible and socially

innovative problem-solving capacity

in a manner aligned with societal

aspirations of fulfilling the Maqāṣid

(strategic objectives) as an act of

ʿIbādah (worship).

His Model based on the underlying

beliefs and values, which derived

from the Qurʾān as Divine source of

universal truth for understanding the

Tauḥīdic reality of The Creator and

all of creation.

The Model emphasizes the natural

amānah (trust) bestowed on Human

Agency through the concept of

Raḥmah (Mercy) – the unique and

definitive character traits of the

Prophetic mission. In doing so, this

Model systemically enhances the

design thinking and problem-solving

notions of empathy well beyond,

‘put yourself in the other person’s

shoes’.

The Model highlights the following

significant drivers from the Qurʾān,

to describe the meaning of each

component.

M 

E 

R 

C 

Y 

ission conscious 

mpathise systemically 

emember and reflect 

ollaborate well 

ourself Take stock of 

 
THE 

MERCY
MODEL 

And We have not sent you except 

as a mercy unto all of creation 

(Surah Al-Anbiyā: 107) 

The Mercy Model
By Muhammed Shaahid Cassim

M: Mission Consciousness 

(Surah al-Baqarah: 30; Surah al-

Dhāriyāt: 56)

Missing the big picture is a common

design flaw. Responsible design

therefore requires one to keep the

Mission in mind through increasing

consciousness of Amanah, Niyyah

and Responsibility.
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❖ Amānah (trust) – refers to the 

ethical character of the human.

❖ Niyyah (intentionality) – the 

intention in one’s heart to do an 

act for the sake of Allah as 

ʿIbādah (worship).

❖ Responsibility - for one’s role 

and for the harmonious and 

sustainable of an organisation.
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E: Empathise Systemically 

(Surah al-Anbiyā:107)

Being a responsible designer means

carefully considering the wide scale

impact of one’s design from multiple

angles in line with the amānah (trust).

Hence, in terms of an Islamic system

of governance, three questions are

raised to ensure Raḥmah (Mercy) - the

Qurʾānic equivalent of true systemic

empathy:

❖ Is it compassionate?

❖ Is it equitable?

❖ Is it just?

“And we have not sent you (O 

Muhammad), except as a mercy to the 

worlds” (Surah al-Anbiyā:107)

R: Remember + Reflect 

(Surah Āli ʿImrān: 190-191; Surah 

al-Raʿd: 28)

The design thinking process requires a

positive and conducive psychological,

emotional and spiritual state of being.

For deep understanding, it requires

sincere and persistent engagement

with the Tauḥīdic reality through:

❖ Zikir (remembering the Creator)

❖ Fikir (reflecting and thinking about

creation.

C: Collaborate Well (Surah al-

Māʾidah: 2)

Taʿāwun (collaboration) with both birr

(goodness) and taqwā (piety), while

avoiding ithm (sin) and ʿudwān

(injustice), is a necessity to ensure a

better design for the greater benefit

to society.

Y: Yourself (Surah al-Nisāʾ: 79)

Inevitably, problems begin with one’s

own self. A good designer needs to

regularly take stock of the beliefs and

values informing their ideas and

actions through sincerity and honesty

muḥāsabah (reflexity).

The SYNERGY 2021: Second Issue

This Synergy project is a compilation of

Individual Research Papers submitted

by IPS graduates who enrolled in the

Graduate Diploma of Defence and

Security Studies (aka. Command and

Staff Course).

By Anshari Ali
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The Synergy e-book was released by

the Institute on an annual basis after

the completion of each academic

year. For The Synergy 2021, there

were altogether 37 papers to be

reviewed and included in the e-book.

This e-book provides an innovative

platform for interdisciplinary research

and international dialogues related to

defence, security, military, peace

building and strategic environment

studies in various fields of interests.

The e-book also becomes a point of

reference for academics and policy

makers in security studies.

Special mention on the names of

team members for this year’s project:

Dr Hamizah Haidi, a Postdoctoral

Research Fellow at IPS, and two

research students, Miss Nur

Syazana Mohammad Fauzi

and Miss Nurul Fatin Hazimah

Zulkifli.

This project comes under the

purview of Deputy Director of

the Institute and The Synergy,

(Second Issue) is expected to

be released on IPS website by

early March 2021.

Citation: Cassim, M. S. (2020, 

November 8th), Quranic Social 

Innovation: The Mercy 

Model,The Sixth Islamic 

Governance Symposium, 

Institute of Policy Studies, 

Universiti Brunei Darussalam.

“Whatever good befalls you is 

from Allah and whatever evil 

befalls you is from yourself. We 

have sent you O Prophet as a   

messenger to all people. And 

Allah is sufficient as a witness” 

(Surah al-Nisāʾ: 79)
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Artificial 

Intelligence as 

Decision Aid in 

Humanitarian 

Response

By Anshari Ali

This article authored by our GDSS alumnus, Lt Col

Anusorn Swasdee as the first author, together with Dr

Muhammad Anshari Ali and Dr Mahani Hamdan, had

been presented online on 9 November 2020 at The

International Conference on Decision Aid Sciences

and Application. The conference was conducted via

Microsoft Teams, organised by the University of

Bahrain in collaboration with Bahrain IEEE. The

paper will soon be published by IEEE Xplore.

The paper talks about Artificial Intelligence (AI),

Remote Sensing (RS), and Big Data (BD) which have

a beneficial impact on society. AI merges human

intelligence and experience into a reliable and

powerful machine. RS is the modern map that helps

people identify and monitor changes of resources

and activities on the earth surface. While BD is the

whole information from every data storage and

sensor around the world that is emerging and

changing every second and is ready to be used and

analysed.

The usage of AI, RS, and BD is promising because it

enhances capabilities for problem-solving

mechanisms. This paper investigated the rise of AI,

RS, and BD in the context of humanitarian aids and

insurgency. Case studies of the usage of these

technologies were explored and discussed.

The paper showed how the usage of three technologies

- AI, RS and BD could enhance capabilities and

investigate possibilities to solve problems on disasters,

humanitarian assistance, and environment issues.

Using these three technologies together is like having

trillions of experts watching every square meter on

earth surface in every second. It is the near perfect

surveillance system that can be used to warn humanity

when a specific threat happens.

Lt Col 

Anusorn 

Swasdee 

(GDSS 

alumnus, 

2019)
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Two PhD Candidates Passed Qualifying Assessments

Miss Nur Syazana Mohammad Fauzi successfully

completed her Qualifying Assessment (QA) for PhD in

Islamic Governance and defended her research

proposal entitled ‘The Concept of Islamic Governance:

A Critical Analysis’ on 16 September 2020. Her PhD

research proposal is a venture into a field that is of

central importance in the societal implementation of

Shari‘ah – the Revealed Law of Islam. This is an

important piece of research, especially in the light of

the current socio-political environment prevailing in

many parts of the world. Miss Syazana has gathered

a lot of materials and spent considerable efforts in

culling pertinent information from both primary and

secondary sources.

Mr Abdul Malik Omar, a PhD student in Public Policy,

had also successfully presented his QA entitled ‘The

Fifth Domain: Political Participation in Cyberspace in

Brunei from 1996-2019’ on 15 September 2020. The

overall concept of his research proposal is within the

context of modern Brunei and its response to the

engulfing Industrial Revolution 4.0. Mr Abdul Malik

covered extensive literature needed to embark on the

research and has preliminarily identified the key

players within the industry for his data collections.

Congratulations to both of them for an excellent piece

of work and we are proud of all the hard work that

they have put in!

Islamic Medical Ethics in Brunei Darussalam Hospitals
By Syazana Fauzi

Miss Nur Syazana’s research interests revolve around

the fields of Islamic Governance and Islamic Political

Thought. She eulogises the research programmes in

IPS not only facilitate students' research journey, but

also encourage a more dynamic learning culture. That

is, through intra and inter-faculty collaborations, and

encouraging students to absorb beneficial knowledge
beyond their research interests or areas.

To cultivate a more dynamic learning culture, several

IPS students, including herself, have been appointed

as Associate Editors for The Journal of Islamic

Governance (islamicgovernance.org).

It is an interdisciplinary journal publication, modelled

after the prestigious student-led Harvard Law Review,
with the ambition to reach the level of Scopus Index.
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By Anshari Ali

Nur Syazana 

Mohammad 

Fauzi - PhD 

student in 

Islamic 
Governance

Abdul Malik 

Omar – PhD 

student in 
Public Policy
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In Brunei Darussalam, The State Mufti provides religious

verdicts on various issues, including healthcare. Thus,

the chapter seeks to analyse whether Brunei

Darussalam’s health professionals handle medical ethical

cases in a manner that is congruent to the State Mufti's

fatāwā. There are many issues pertaining to ethics in

medical healthcare, however only three contentious ones

were discussed in the chapter: passive euthanasia, organ

transplantation, and abortion.

Passive euthanasia is when a doctor decides not to

prolong life and withdraws treatments vital to maintaining

a human life, which is opposed by the Islamic Fiqh

Academy of the Muslim World League (MWL).

Because of this effervescent learning culture, the IPS’

research programmes, has gradually enriched Miss Nur

Syazana’s perpetual learning and research journey, since

the start of her Master in Islamic Governance by Research

(2017–2019).

She analysed Brunei Darussalam’s healthcare policies

through an Islamic Governance approach. Extracted from

a section of her Master thesis, and as part of her Master

graduation requirement, she contributed, to IGI Global (an

international academic publisher), a book chapter, titled

‘Islamic Medical Ethics in Brunei Darussalam Hospitals’,

under the Fifth Edition of the Encyclopedia of Information

Science and Technology, published in July 2020.

Her chapter argues that in Islam, issues and concerns that

arise in Muslim societies are addressed, and often

resolved by, issuing fatāwā, or religious rulings, derived

from the ‘ulamā’s reasonings that are underpinned by the

Qur’ān and the Prophetic Sunnah.

Organ transplantation is a medical procedure in

which an organ of a deceased is removed and

transferred into a recipient, granted that the

deceased or his family approved of the procedure,

whereas abortion relates to terminating a pregnancy.

To evaluate whether Brunei Darussalam’s health

professionals handle medical ethical cases in a

manner that is congruent to the State Mufti's fatāwā,

semi-structured interviews (in the form of e-mail)

were conducted with several hospital nurses under

relevant departments. Her findings demonstrated a

certain degree of congruity, with the exception of

abortion cases.

The State Mufti declared that abortion in rape cases

is not sinful, but legally, it would still be considered

as a crime, as the Brunei law states that abortion is

permissible only if the pregnancy is detrimental to the

mother's health
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IPS Graduates Receive Certificates at 32nd

Convocation in the face of Global Pandemic

By Norainie Ahmad

UBD held its 32nd Convocation Ceremony on Monday, 2nd

November at the Chancellor Hall. The ceremony was

graced by His Majesty Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah

Mu’izzaddin Waddaulah ibni Al-Marhum Sultan Haji Omar

‘Ali Saifuddien Sa’adul Khairi Waddien, Sultan and Yang

Di-Pertuan of Brunei Darussalam, Chancellor of UBD, and

His Royal Highness Prince (Dr) Haji Al-Muhtadee

Billah, the Crown Prince and Senior Minister at the Prime

Minister’s Office, Pro-Chancellor of UBD.

Special arrangements have been made to accommodate

students, staff, parents, guardians and invited guests

attending the event, in light of the ‘new normal’ established

by the on-going global pandemic. Though Brunei has

successfully been able to mitigate and control the rapid

spread of the COVID-19 pandemic within the country

through swift and stringent efforts beginning in March 2020,

the country still takes proactive steps towards avoiding

possible community spread of the virus.

UBD implemented strict procedures in line with public

health advice and guidelines from the Ministry of Health,

Government of Brunei. Part of this year’s Convocation

involved precautionary measures that included mandatory

swab tests and self-isolation procedures for all graduates

and guests who attended the ceremony at the main venue,

located at the Chancellor Hall.

A total of 1,182 graduates received their certificates

during the day. Among the graduates were students

who completed their respective programmes at the

Institute of Policy Studies (IPS).

This year, IPS produced its first ever graduates of

the PhD in Islamic Governance programme, namely

Dr Muhammad Majdey Zawawi, who successfully

defended his thesis: “Power Dynamics between

Religious and State Authorities: The Case of the

Four Mujtahid Imams”, and Dr Abdul Halim Abdul

Karim, who successfully defended his thesis: “The

Knowledge-Based Economy in an Islamic System

of Governance: The Khaldunian Perspective”.

Our heartiest congratulations to them for receiving

their respective Doctoral degree certificates during

this year’s Convocation.

PhD students 

graduated in 

Islamic 

Governance, Dr 

Abdul Halim Abdul 

Karim (left) and Dr 

Muhammad 

Majdey Zawawi 

(right).
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Five students from the Sixth Cohort of the Master of

Public Policy and Management (MPPM) programme

(academic year 2019/2020) also graduated, after

successfully completing their yearlong studies

amidst the global pandemic. The graduates of this

UBD flagship programme were: Miss Mas Liza

Maslan from Malaysia; Mr Fayiz Badran Al Fattah

from Jordan; Miss Masridah Hj Mahmud from

Brunei; Ms Mastulah Nakalule from Uganda; and

Colonel Hj Haszahaidi Hj Ahmad Daud from Brunei

(picture below, from left).

IPS also celebrated its graduates who work for

Royal Brunei Armed Forces, Royal Brunei Police

Force, Ministry of Defence and overseas military

organisations who have successfully completed the

Graduate Diploma of Defence and Security Studies

(GDSS) programme.

During the Convocation, the 9th (2019) and 10th (2020)

Cohorts of the GDSS (also known as Command and Staff

Course, or CSC) received their diplomas.

The GDSS programme aims to expand the professional

and academic knowledge of military officers towards

contemporary strategic environment and its implications

on their work as defence and security specialists.

After completing the GDSS programme, officers have the

opportunity to further their studies by matriculating to the

Master of Defence and Security Studies (MDSS), also

currently offered by IPS. This year marks the first cohort

of MDSS graduates at UBD.

The officers who successfully submitted their research

projects and graduated from the MDSS programme were:

Major Hj Md Alimin Hj Subohi, Major Hjh Amal Hayati

DSS Hj Ibrahim, and Major Pg Muhammad Khairollah Pg

Hj Zainal.

Congratulations to All!

IPS and its partner policy schools are very proud of

MPPM students' achievements, particularly in light

of finishing their capstone Public Policy Analysis

Projects, and enduring the challenges of studying

abroad for a semester in the United States during

Spring 2020.

From left, Major 

Pg Muhammad 

Khairollah Pg Hj 

Zainal, Major 

Hjh Amal Hayati 

DSS Hj Ibrahim, 

and Major Hj Md 
Alimin Hj Subohi
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Welcoming 

IPS New Staff 

and Students
By Bazilah Irwan & Hamizah Haidi

Two i-Ready apprentices, Muhammad Safwan

Mohd Azmi and Nurul Fathin Maziyyah

Sulaiman, have been appointed as full-time

UBD staff, after they successfully completed

their apprenticeship at IPS for the past three

years. They continue to work in UBD, serving

two institutions: IPS and ILIA.

IPS also welcomed five new students in this

academic year 2020/2021, in which four of

them enrolled in the Master of Defence and

Security Studies (MDSS), and one in the

Master of Islamic Governance by research.

The new MDSS students are expected to work on a research

project as part of their graduation requirement. Hj Awang Zuhairi

Hj Awang Ash’ari and Mohammad Ghazali Hj Hussin planned to

investigate how effective small states are in mitigating COVID-19

and the role of military in response to COVID-19 respectively.

Fakhrul Ammar Hj Mohd Isa was interested to examine RBLF’s

Readiness in the 4th Industrial Revolution, and Moza Syaffiarizal

Hj Mohamad on the potential role and contributions of Defence

Industry towards Brunei’s Economic Diversification.

While Muhammad Wafi Nur Arif Hj Shamdi, a Master student

in Islamic Governance, proposed to develop Management

Information System and Artificial Intelligence in the context of

Islamic Governance.

Muhammad Safwan Mohd 

Azmi – Assistant Project 

Officer

Nurul Fathin Maziyyah Sulaiman 

@ Muhammad Sulaiman –
Assistant Project Officer

IPS Student Orientation in Mawardi Global Classroom
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Welcome Home: Emil Ali is back!
By Emil Ali

Welcome back to work Mr Emil Zahrin Ali, who has just returned from

his doctoral training at the University of Sussex (UoS), United

Kingdom. Mr Emil was awarded the In-Service Training Scheme by the

Public Service Department, Prime Minister’s Office in September 2017

to embark on his PhD in Accounting (Public Finance) at the UoS

School of Business.

He currently works on his PhD thesis ‘Evaluating the Transfers of Risk

in the Management of Waste Sector Public-Private Partnerships

(PPP).’ His research work is crucial towards realising one of Brunei

Vision 2035 Long-Term Development Plan’s objectives, i.e. to have a

dynamic and sustainable economy.

PPP is the central theme of his PhD thesis. It is believed to have well-

transformed the provision of public sector goods and services by

minimising risks and delivering public infrastructures within budget and

on time. Mr Emil indicates that the success of a PPP project rests in

the principles of better Value for Money (VfM) and its ability to shift

risks from the public to the private sector. His thesis focuses on the

conception of risk and its management in PPP projects particularly in

the waste sector.

The MPPM programme is a 12-month 

full-time taught graduate degree 

programme at the Institute of Policy 

Studies, UBD. Students have the 

opportunity to spend one semester in 

UBD and another semester at one of our 

Partner Policy Schools in the United 

States of America.

Learn more about Global Public 

Management, Policy Analysis, Islamic 

Governance, Political Islam, and Energy 

Policy and Management while honing 

your quantitative skills through modules 

like Public Finance, Economic 

Foundations of Policy Studies, and 

Statistics & Data Analysis for Policy 

Makers.
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Prior to parting ways with the tour guide, staff and students enjoyed a

boat ride around Kampong Ayer and the Brunei River, while reflecting

on how applicable their research really is beyond the ivory tower.

Exploring Kampong Ayer
By Syazana Fauzi

Outside of hectic work schedules and

responsibilities, IPS staff and students

still find time to unwind.

On Sunday, 11th October 2020, an

educational trip to Kampong Ayer was

organised by the newly established IPS

Student Body. Both staff and students

explored and really relished a selection

of activities arranged by the tour guide,

Ms Dk Kemariah Pg Hj Duraman, the

owner of Kunyit Lodge 7 Homestay.

She welcomed staff and students with

great hospitality by first serving them

with breakfast consisting of an array of

entrées and various types of Malay

Kuih.

Followed by a walking tour, wherein we

were enlightened with several factual

information as well as the prevalent

eye-opening social issues that linger in

the village.

Crossing the bridge 

from one Village to 

another led by the 

tour guide – Ms 

Kem, the owner of 

a Kunyit Lodge 7 

Homestay. Kunyit 

Lodge 7 Homestay 

is renowned since 
May 2015.

Having a Break at Kunyit Lodge 7 Homestay
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Staff Appreciation Lunch

By Bazilah Irwan & Hamizah Haidi

IPS organised two farewell lunches for its i-Ready apprentices,

Mr Muhammad Alawi Shahrin and Miss Fatimahtuzahrah Abu

Sufian.

The first farewell lunch was held on 8 August 2020 at the Olde

Cottage Restaurant, Batu Besurat, for Mr Muhammad Alawi

Shahrin, and the second one was held on 17 October 2020 at the

Ximply Chriz Café for Miss Fatimahtuzahrah Abu Sufian.

Muhammad Alawi joined IPS as an apprentice after graduating

from his bachelor degree in Politics and International Studies in

Australia. He was attached to IPS only for two years and eight

months before decided to venture into a new career business

journey. During his apprenticeship at IPS, he helped the

Institute’s initiatives and projects in the Islamic Governance

research cluster particularly relating to editorial work, project

coordination, facilitate workshops, and producing videography for

E- Learning.

Miss Fatimahtuzahrah began her apprenticeship with IPS on 14th

October 2017, whilst doing her Master in Islamic Governance as

part-time. During her apprenticeship at IPS, she was appointed as

the Chairperson of IPS Student Organising Committee for the First

International Islamic Governance Symposium in 2019, and an

associate editor for the JIG.

Part of her duties at IPS includes handling the arrival of books for

HART Library, managing an online module (Islamic Governance

and Leadership) for the Master of Government Programme and

providing online support system for Political Islam and Madīnian

Polity modules as the University shifted towards blended learning.

She contributed to the Institute through her active participation in

research projects and activities, get-together events for building

staff-student relations, and marketing and promoting the Institute’s

academic affairs on social media to raise its profile and visibility

locally and internationally.

His contributions to IPS include managing and administering the Journal of Islamic Governance (JIG) website and

social media platforms, organising the annual Islamic Governance Symposium, drafting pertinent documents for

IPS, including speeches and press releases, as well as coordinating the Institute’s collaborations with the Society

for Community Outreach and Training (SCOT) and other organisations.

Our best prayers for their continuing success!
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Upcoming Events
January to June 2021

Welcoming new GDSS Students 

(CSC11) and research students 

January 2021

KP-5117 The Madīnian Polity: 

Visions of Islamic Governance

January – April 2021

KP-5107 Public Finance

January – April 2021

Seventh Islamic Governance 

Symposium (TBC)

May 2021

Stay up to date with 
the latest form the IPS

ips.ubd.edu.bn

office.ips@ubd.edu.bn

@policystudies.ubd

ipsubd

FACEBOOK

EMAIL

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

Calling for 

Thought 

Paper

The Journal of Islamic Governance invites individuals from any field to

share their thoughts and initial ideas from their current research,

analysis or interpretation of a particular topic. Our objective is to

provide a platform for academics, practitioners, policy influencers,

and non-academics to share their nascent, yet to be fully developed,

ideas related to Islamic societies and it’s governance. Your original

ideas, if accepted, can be shared and cited by students and scholars

related to the field. Ideas may include (but not limited to):

•Political Governance

•Environmental & Health Governance

•Leaders and Leadership

•Financial & Corporate Governance

•Non-Governmental Organisation

•Social Equity

•Security & Defence Governance

•Educational Governance

•International Relations & Multi-Level Governance

• Science, Technology & Innovation

Thought papers can be submitted at any time and will be reviewed

double blind by The Journal’s Editorial Board. Accepted papers will be

published on all of our platforms, hosted primarily by The Journal to

establish intellectual ownership and acknowledge authorship.

Submission Requirements

•Written in English

•3000 words (maximum, not including footnotes and citations)

•Citation format: Chicago or Harvard

•Short author biography (maximum 25 words)

For more information visit islamicgovernance.org/thought-paper-guide
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Bazilah Irwan (Lead)

Dr Mahani Hamdan (Advisor)

Dr Hamizah Haidi (Editor)

Safwan Azmi (Designer)

Contributors (IPS Staff & Students)

mailto:office.ips@ubd.edu.bn
https://islamicgovernance.org/editorial/

